
Camper Van Beethoven 
Cracker & Camper Van Beethoven  
By Vish Khanna 
 
With its bare bones camera work and editing this compilation of live footage from Cracker and 
Camper Van Beethoven’s “First Annual Camp Out” is a great memento for those in attendance but 
is tricky to engage with otherwise. Fans of David Lowery’s work got an amazing treat in the fall of 
2005 when both of his iconic bands headlined a rare concert held in the California desert. CVB 
songs like “Might Makes Right” and “Take the Skinheads Bowling” excite a jubilant crowd and 
Cracker classics such as “Teen Angst” and “Low” are still provocative. Perhaps documenting the 
festivities was an afterthought, because the angles are spare and uninteresting, while the editing 
is occasionally so out of sync that it’s laughable. With the possible exception of Johnny Hickman 
and the endearing Monks of Doom, additional performers don’t come close to the headliners and 
blend right into the grainy footage. (MVD) 

 

FILM: Congorama (Philippe Falardeau) 
FILM: Radiant City (Gary Burns and Jim 
Brown) 

Cain and Abel - Up North  

Following the ambitious, independently released Yo
Human Race, this Acton, ON-based quartet took on qui
follow-up with Up North. Where their first full-length
ideas of spirituality through creative reinterpretation
allegories, their sophomore effort... Full Review 

 

The Next Episode Gaming Takes a Cue From 
Success 
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When CDs first came out, they were a niche format t
more than vinyl or cassettes. Eventually they sold
become industry standard but music bigwigs had gr
their high point price. Instead of lowering it, they inc
music to fill the increased storage capacity... Read More

 

Jenn Grant -  

Jenn Grant is yet another promising young songbird to
that veritable treasure trove of talent that is Nova Sco
showed why close attention should be paid to her 
debut album. Backed by her more than capable band
Painters, Grant trilled her way through a... Full Review 
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